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Don’t forget to order 
extra portraits for 

Grandparents, Siblings, 
Relatives and Friends!

A portion of photo sales 
proceeds benefit your  

School’s fundraising efforts.

See Reverse Side for Portrait Packages 
and Products Offered at Your School.

Expresa tu estilo

EXPRESS YOUR

Style!
Retratos de primavera

Actual Product Appearance may vary from those illustrated
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Clothing Suggestion: 
Consider clothing colors that compliment rather than contrast the 
background color. Avoid lime-green colored tops. Solid colors in 
medium to dark tones photograph well.  Avoid large patterns, all 
white or light pastel outfits which can draw attention away from 
the most important part of your portrait...YOU!

NOTE: Actual backgrounds, background colors, option styles and 
poses may vary slightly from those illustrated.  All of our photos are 
copyrighted and cannot be reproduced without a written release.

Wallet personalization includes first 
name and year.

See Reverse side for Portrait Packages and Products offered at your school.
A portion of photo sales proceeds benefit your school’s fundraising efforts

Don’t forget to 
order extra 
portraits for 

Grandparents, 
Siblings, 

Relatives, and 
Friends!

Retouching. Minimizes appearance of blemishes 
and minor facial imperfections.

Sugerencia para la ropa:
Es conveniente elegir ropa de colores complementarios y no en contraste con 
el color de fondo. Evite tops de color verde limón. Los colores sólidos en medio 
de tonos oscuros dan buenos resultados fotográficos.  Evite prendas con 
dibujos grandes totalmente en blanco o colores pastel claros que puedan 
distraer de la parte más importante de retrato ... tu!

NOTA: Los fondos, colores de fondo, estilos opcionales y poses definitivos 
pueden ser diferentes de la ilustración. Todas nuestras otografías están 
protegidas por copyrighted y está prohibida su reproducción sin nuestro 
consentimiento por escrito.
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Photo Specialties and Gift Items:

also available:
-FUNpack

-water bottle
-Digital CD

 (With Copyright Re-
lease)

Travel Mug Photo Button

Travel Mirror Dog Tag Keychain

Fridge Magnet

Refer to Background number on 
your order form.



Terms and Conditions
Denny Manufacturing Co., Inc.

1.	 Definitions:  “Images” means all images and related informational 
materials in any medium furnished by the Denny Mfg. Co., Inc. (col-
lectively “Denny”) hereunder.  “Digital Images” means those Images 
and related informational materials in digital (i.e., binary) format that 
can be read, utilized and displayed by a machine or other technology.  
“Contract” means this content delivery/Invoice.

2. Acceptance:  The following actions by Client shall indicate Client’s 
acceptance of these terms and conditions: (a) use of Denny images, (b) 
acceptance of Images in any medium, (c) payment of this contract

3. Rights Granted/Rights Reserved:  By accepting this collection of 
images, the Client agrees that these images are to be used for the sole 
purpose of the insertion of images behind photographic subjects.  These 
images cannot be used for any other purpose without 
(a) express written permission of Denny evidenced by a written in-
voice, and (b) payment of such invoice.  Client does not acquire any 
rights in or to any image except as specified herein.  Client acknowl-
edges that not all images will be available for all uses.

4.	 Restrictions:		Client may not distribute copies of Digital Images for 
any purpose.  

5.	 Media	Problems:  Under no circumstance is Denny responsible for 
replacing images due to hardware failure, mishandling, or any other 
issue related to disk failure.  It is your responsibility to maintain the 
functionality of disk drives that could potentially harm this disk or any 
images contained within.



Fall 1 - OM1200

Fall 6 - CP6641

Fall 10 - CP7457

Spring 3 - CP6839

Fall 2 - CP7098

Fall 7 - CP6746

Fall 11 - CP6845

Spring 4 - CP6432

Fall 3 - CP7608

Fall 8 - CP7641

Fall 12 - CP6682

Spring 5 - CP7618

Fall 4 - CP7545

Fall 9 - CP6448

Spring 1 - CP6253

Spring 6 - CP6598

Fall 5 - CP6971

Spring 2 - CP7553

Marathon Press Collections
5 volumes available.



Terms and Conditions
Denny Manufacturing Co., Inc.

1.	 Definitions:  “Images” means all images and related informational 
materials in any medium furnished by the Denny Mfg. Co., Inc. (col-
lectively “Denny”) hereunder.  “Digital Images” means those Images 
and related informational materials in digital (i.e., binary) format that 
can be read, utilized and displayed by a machine or other technology.  
“Contract” means this content delivery/Invoice.

2. Acceptance:  The following actions by Client shall indicate Client’s 
acceptance of these terms and conditions: (a) use of Denny images, (b) 
acceptance of Images in any medium, (c) payment of this contract

3. Rights Granted/Rights Reserved:  By accepting this collection of 
images, the Client agrees that these images are to be used for the sole 
purpose of the insertion of images behind photographic subjects.  These 
images cannot be used for any other purpose without 
(a) express written permission of Denny evidenced by a written in-
voice, and (b) payment of such invoice.  Client does not acquire any 
rights in or to any image except as specified herein.  Client acknowl-
edges that not all images will be available for all uses.

4.	 Restrictions:		Client may not distribute copies of Digital Images for 
any purpose.  

5.	 Media	Problems:  Under no circumstance is Denny responsible for 
replacing images due to hardware failure, mishandling, or any other 
issue related to disk failure.  It is your responsibility to maintain the 
functionality of disk drives that could potentially harm this disk or any 
images contained within.


